Design challenge workshop

How can **multilingual structured metadata** bring **knowledge equity** to Commons?

Wikimania 2018, Cape Town
Let's workshop together!

A group of local caterers prepare Amala (a meal made from yam flour) in Oyo town, South-West Nigeria during the celebration of Sango Festival in Oyo, by Demola Ajayi, CC BY-SA 4.0
We work together in the etherpad!

https://is.gd/sdworkshop
Welcome to this special workshop Etherpad!

Unlike in other sessions, we will all work together in this document. Add your thoughts below and we will discuss them together!
1. How do you think structured data on Commons can advance knowledge equity?

Broad ideas, or more concrete project ideas and proposals
2. Read everyone's ideas. Feel free to structure them.

Add to your favorite ideas (3 of each):

e (3x) - this idea advances knowledge equity most
f (3x) - this idea is most feasible
What are the favorite ideas?
Let's discuss.
Who wants to work on them?

e - equity
f - feasible
Enkosi!